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Frequent Hemodialysis Network
TRAILMAKING B SCORE SHEET - FORM #232
Instructions: Review all instructions in MOP/Forms Manual on how to properly administer this test.
It is recommended that test be done more than 6 hours following the end of hemodialysis.
Note: Time allowed for test has been extended from 4 to 10 minutes; maximum score for the FHN
Trial is 23 connecting lines.
Schedule: Daily: Baseline, F-4 and F-12.
Nocturnal v3.0: Baseline, F-4 and F-12. (Nocturnal v2.1: Baseline, F-5 and F-14).

1. Participant ID #

2. Alpha
Code

3a.Visit
Type

3b. Visit Number

4a. Date of Test: dd/mon/yyyy

4b. Time of test? (24 hr clock)....................................................................................... __ __:__ __
TRIALMAKING B: Number to Letter Test

Time allowed: 10 minutes

Sample test: “You will notice that this page has both numbers and letters. Begin at number one, and
draw a line from number one to the letter A, A to two, two to B, B to three, three to C, and so on,
until you reach the end. Draw the lines as fast as you can. Go.”
Test: “Good. Now do this test the same way. Begin at number one, and draw a line from number one
to the letter A, A to two, two to B, B to three, three to C, and so on, until you have reached the
end. Remember, first you have a number, then a letter, and so on. Draw the lines as fast as you
can. Go.”
Scoring:
5. Time required for patient to complete Trailmaking Test B: .................................... __ __:__ __
If the subject is unable to complete the test in the time allotted,
record a maximum time of 10 minutes.

minutes:seconds

6. Number of correct responses: .............................................................................................__ __
If the subject completes the test correctly in the time allotted, record a maximum score of 23. If the
subject does not complete the test correctly in under 10 minutes, record the number of correct responses.
*For the purposes of the FHN Trial, the best score is 23 lines
100. Language used to complete this form? (1=English, 2=Spanish).......................................................... __
101. Identify reason this instrument was not completed? ........................................................................... __
1=N/A, instrument was completed, complete Q102.
2=Attempted but unable to be completed - patient too sick.
3=Attempted but unable to be completed - patient did not want to be bothered at this time
4=Patient forgot glasses or hearing aid (had difficulty seeing or hearing)
5=Unable. Patient in hospital.
6=Unable. Patient withdrew consent.
7=Staff logistics
102.

Did test administrator catch an error too late? (0=No, 1=Yes)........................................................ __

200.

Date this form completed (dd/mon/yyyy)............................................. __ __/__ __ __ /__ __ __ __

201.

Username of certified person who performed this test .................................... __ __ __ __ __ __ __

For Clinical Center Use Only:
202.

Username of person entering this form: __ __ __ __ __ __ __

203.

Date entered: (dd/mon/yyyy) __ __/__ __ __ /__ __ __ __
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1. Participant ID #

2. Alpha
Code

4a. Date of test dd/mon/yyyy
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